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Panic Bars & Emergency Exit Devices

PANIC BARS & EMERGENCY EXIT DEVICES

XS4 PBA 1200 - Panic Bar
The SALTO XS4 PBA120 is a new mortise lock panic bar for emergency exit

doors. EN1125 tested and approved. Also available with a passive leaf panic

bar for double emergency exit doors.

https://saltosystems.com
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Features

SALTO SVN and SALTO Wireless network capable.

All communication between the carrier and the electronic cylinder is
encrypted and secured.

Equipped with anti-drilling protection.

Suitable for medium to high security applications.

Emergency opening via portable programming device (PPD).

Available with mechanical cylinder cut outs for key override or access
lock outs (override European profile cylinder).

AMOK option for offline lockdown.

Technical characteristics

Mortise panic device.

Mechanisms made of galvanized steel.

Cover made of satin stainless steel or plastic depending on the finish.

Finishes: red, green or satin stainless steel (stainless steel version).

To be installed in combination with Ex750, Ex450 or Ex650 SALTO half
escutcheons depending on the KPB.

KPB33 required depending on the combination of the half escutcheon
and the mortise lock.

To be used with SALTO LE7A01 mortise lock ranges.

No handing - reversible.

Maximum wing width: 1150mm.

Cover dimensions: 200mm x 35mm x 108,5mm.

Spindle angle turn: 20º depending on the model.

Square spindle: 9mm split spindle.

Technical drawing

Technology platforms

SALTO Space

        On-premise Network

SALTO KS

        Cloud application
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Wireless technologies

Certifications

(*) External escutcheon.

Carriers

Key Card

NXP MIFARE®
LEGIC®
LEGIC Advant
HID®

Key Fob

NXP MIFARE®
LEGIC®

Silicone Wristband

NXP MIFARE®
LEGIC®

Digital Key

Bluetooth LE
NFC - Near Field Communication

Disclaimer:

For a complete description of the product range, verification of the availability and technical feasibility of the selected product, and a

commercial offer, please get in touch with the local authorized SALTO dealer or a SALTO office.

SALTO Systems reserves the right to modify the product and its components.

Technical information and images displayed on the SALTO Systems product page are for informative purposes only and designed to

inform about the main product features, options and technical specifications. Therefore, all images, illustrations, shapes, features,

specifications, sizes, data, descriptions and colours shown on the SALTO Systems page shall consider as no-binding approximate

indications only.
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